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ABSTRACT
A blockchain, such as Bitcoin, is an append-only, secure, transpar-
ent, distributed ledger. A fair blockchain is expected to have healthy
metrics; high honest mining power, low processing latency, i.e., low
wait times for transactions and stable price of consumption, i.e., the
minimum transaction fee required to have a transaction processed.
As Bitcoin matures, the influx of transactions increases and the
block rewards become insignificant. We show that under these con-
ditions, it becomes hard to maintain the health of the blockchain. In
Bitcoin, under these mature operating conditions, the miners would
find it challenging to cover their mining costs as there would be no
more revenue from merely mining a block. It may cause miners not
to continue mining, threatening the blockchain’s security. Further,
as we show in this paper via simulations, the cost of acting in favor
of the health of the blockchain, under mature operating conditions,
is very high in Bitcoin. It causes all miners to process transactions
greedily and leads to stranded transactions. To make matters worse,
a compounding effect of these stranded transactions is the rising
price of consumption. Such phenomena not only induce unfairness
as experienced by the miners and the users but also deteriorate the
health of the blockchain.

We propose BitcoinF transaction processing protocol, a simple,
yet highly effective modification to the existing Bitcoin protocol
to fix these issues of unfairness. BitcoinF resolves these issues
of unfairness while preserving the ability of the users to express
urgency and have their transactions prioritized.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Blockchain, introduced in Bitcoin [12] by Nakamoto, is an append-
only, secure, transparent, distributed ledger, storing data in blocks
connected through immutable cryptographic links, with each block
extending exactly one previous block. In blockchain technology,
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the miners validate transactions, that the users publish (create and
broadcast), and add them into the next block(s).

In Bitcoin, for investing resources into mining, there are two
types of rewards offered to the miners: block rewards, currency
minted in every block, and transaction fees, incentives offered by
the users to the miners to prioritize their transactions. It is due to
this investment that miners benefit from the health of the blockchain.

To control inflation, block rewards are halved every four years in
Bitcoin. Over time, the only incentive that remains for the miners
is the transaction fee, i.e., the transaction-fee-only model (TFOM).
When the block rewards can cover mining costs, the miners can
afford to act in favor of the blockchain’s health. This is not the case
in TFOM. In [2], the authors show that in TFOM under low influx
(incoming volume of transactions), the rational miners will undercut
instead of following default strategy. While this analysis considers
the impact of rational miners in TFOM w.r.t. forking, it does not
consider the processing latency and the price of consumption.

We refer to the case when influx on an average is equal to the
maximum outflux (processing capacity) of the blockchain as stan-
dard influx. The two conditions, TFOM and standard influx, inher-
ently go hand-in-hand as the Bitcoin matures [1]. Thus, making it
very important to study and contemplate such scenarios. In this pa-
per, we analyze Bitcoin in TFOM and under standard influx, which
we term as mature operating conditions (MOC), and show that it is
unfair for both miners and users.

We solve these issues by proposing a novel protocol, BitcoinF.
BitcoinF enforces a minimum transaction fee and uses two queues,
instead of one to process transactions. While there have been many
published works ([3–9, 11]) analyzing TFOM using collected data
or using game-theoretic models, to the best of our knowledge this
is the first formal attempt at solving these issues of unfairness.1

2 PRELIMINARY DEFINITION

Processing latency is the duration, in terms of blocks, between a
user publishing a transaction and a miner processing it (publishing
a block containing it).

Stranded transactions are those transactions, that experience
unreasonably high processing latency ( > 100 blocks).

Price of consumption is the minimum transaction fee, as perceived
by the users, that must be paid for the transaction to be processed.

Health of a blockchain is characterized by (i) fraction of honest
mining power, (ii) processing latency, and (iii) price of consumption.

1For details, please refer to the full version [14]
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Figure 1: Difference in revenue Figure 2: Processing latency vs η Figure 3: fmin vs steps

Individual fairness for the miners is satisfied, if the rewards from
a block are at least the cost of mining a block.

Fairness for the users is satisfied, if the users experience (i) rea-
sonable processing latency, (ii) stable price of consumption, and (iii)
decreasing average processing latency with increasing aggression
towards higher transaction fee.

We say that the blockchain ecosystem is fair if it satisfies individ-
ual fairness for the miners and fairness for the users. To quantify
game theoretic properties, we use ϵ-Expected Dominant Strategy
Equilibrium and ϵ-Expected Nash Equilibrium concepts, which
mean that a deviation does not benefit by more than an ϵ fraction.

3 MODEL
We simulate the execution of the Bitcoin protocol in steps of 10
mins, i.e., a block is published every 10 mins. A block can contain
a maximum bsmax = 1000 ([10, 13]) number of transactions. The
number of transactions that arrive in each step is a Poisson with
mean bsmax .

We split the transaction fee offered by the user as, ftxn = fmin +

fextra . fmin reflects the price of consumption as perceived by the
users. The minimum transaction fee set by the protocol, f 0min ≤

fmin , is the initial fmin . f 0min is 0 in Bitcoin. fextra = eη − 1 is
the extra prioritization fee, where 0 ≤ η < ∞ is the aggression
parameter of the user. We use an exponential distribution with rate
parameter of 3 to represent the fraction of users having aggression
level towards fextra as η.

In Bitcoin, the strategy space is S = {FIFO, greedy}. In FIFO
processing, the miners add transactions to the block in a First-In-
First-Out manner. In greedy processing, the miners add the highest
valued transactions to the block. We use granularity of 0.05 for
the size of miners in terms of their relative mining power, and
0 ≤ β ≤ 1 to be the fraction of miners that follow greedy, while the
rest follow FIFO.

We assume that all miners are honest but rational. Since the
health of the blockchain is crucial to the value miners obtain from
mining, and that all miners inherently understand this, miners act
in favor of sustaining the health of the blockchain, i.e., follow FIFO
processing, if the cost of doing so is marginal.

When users, at the end of an observation epoch of length 1000
steps, observes transactions, below a certain threshold of fees, being
stranded, they concede to making the presumption that this thresh-
old of fees is the new fmin . This is because a user will not attempt
to publish a transaction if they do not expect it to be processed.

4 BITCOINF
Our approach is two-fold: (i) we enforce a minimum fee of f 0min
that is to be included in every transaction. (ii) We introduce a
section in the block that only accepts transaction instances with
ftxn = f 0min , called the FIFO section of the block. So now, there are
two sections in the block: FM and FIFO. The FIFO section has a size
of α ·bsmax , whereas FM has the remaining. Since a transaction may
be included in either section, the users publish two instances of each
transaction: one that offers ftxn = f 0min , another that offers ftxn =
fmin + fextra . The miners collect these transactions instances and
add them to two separate queues, from which they respectively
process these instances into the two sections. Once an instance of
a transaction has been processed, the other is invalidated; thus, a
transaction can be added to either the FM section or the FIFO section.
In our simulation of BitcoinF, we set α = 0.2 and f 0min = 0.005.

In BitcoinF, the strategy space again is S = {FIFO, greedy}. S
affects only the FIFO section of the block. The FM section is filled
with the highest valued transactions in both FIFO and greedy pro-
cessing. In FIFO processing, the miners add transactions to the FIFO
section in a FIFO manner. In greedy processing, the miners add the
least valued transactions to the FIFO section of the block, in the
hopes of processing the higher valued transactions through the FM
section later on. We also consider another strategy where the miner
might process a transaction, that is about to be processed through
the FIFO section, through the FM section; although this attack is
not discussed here, we show that it yields negligible benefit.

5 RESULTS
The results of our simulations are depicted in Fig. ??. From the Fig.
1, we see that: in BitcoinF it is ϵ-Expected Nash Equilibrium with
ϵ = 0.00037 for all miners to follow FIFO processing, which is in
favour of the blockchain; while in Bitcoin it is ϵ-Expected Dominant
Strategy Equilibrium with ϵ = 0 to follow greedy processing of
transactions. This results in transactions getting stranded in Bitcoin,
which does not happen in BitcoinF, refer Fig. 2. The compounding
effect of stranded transactions, the rising price of consumption, is
visible in Fig. 3. Fig. 3 also implies that when the influx has not
been standard for long enough, Bitcoin cannot ensure that mining
costs will be covered, i.e., individual fairness for miners is not
guaranteed, whereas individual fairness for miners is guaranteed
in BitcoinF. Thus, we conclude that BitcoinF is a fair blockchain,
whereas Bitcoin is not.
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